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1. Origins and Purpose

This policy is intended to meet the requirements specified in a report adopted by the Board of Trustees on September 27, 1978, directing all CSU campuses to develop programs for student evaluation of teaching for all faculty. The policy is in compliance with the CBA Section 15.15. Departmental policies may require additional evaluation approaches and methods.

The purpose of student evaluations of teaching at CSUEB is to establish one summative measure of teaching effectiveness and the learning environment. Other summative measures may include peer classroom observations and peer review of course materials presented in a teaching portfolio (representative student work, assignment descriptions, syllabi).

Faculty and administrators are encouraged to bear in mind that student evaluations are imperfect measures of teaching quality, and should be used with awareness of their strengths and weaknesses. For example, studies have found that student evaluations are not always based on teaching quality (refer to literature review concerning student evaluations from the SET subcommittee “Concerning the Utility of Student Evaluations”).

At the start of each academic year, the Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs shall notify all faculty of the existence of this policy. Departments shall notify all faculty in writing, within the first 14 days of the Fall semester, or within 14 days of appointment, of the evaluation procedures to be used in their area (CBA 15.2). The Office of Academic Affairs shall be responsible for the electronic distribution and regulation of access to student evaluations of teaching (as described in detail below).

2. Frequency, Forms, and Content

2.1 All faculty offering courses at CSUEB shall have students evaluate their teaching in all courses each year. This requirement includes all faculty unit employees.

---

1 See [http://www.cmu.edu/teaching/assessment/howto/basics/formative-summative.html](http://www.cmu.edu/teaching/assessment/howto/basics/formative-summative.html) for a good differentiation between summative and formative assessment.

2 A few courses are exceptions to this, e.g. independent study, internships, or those courses in which the faculty member of record is not the direct supervisor and/or does not play an instructional role, such as student teaching. See 14-15 FAC 3 revised for which course are exempt, and procedure for how to request exemptions.
2.2 Students evaluations shall be conducted by means of impartially-administered online evaluation forms with the following exception:
   a. A faculty member may request that up to two student evaluations per year be administered in paper format.
   b. Requests must be received by the Office of Academic Affairs in the first two weeks of the term.
   c. If administered on paper, the approved forms shall be distributed and collected under the general supervision of department or program chairs.

2.3 All forms used for official student evaluations shall be designed by the Faculty Affairs Committee and submitted for approval to the Academic Senate and the President.

2.3.1 The form shall be equally suitable for in-classroom and online courses.

2.3.2 Each department may, in consultation with their faculty and the Academic Affairs Office, add up to three additional questions. These questions do not need FAC review.

2.3.3 All completed student evaluations (including those on paper) shall be accompanied by the course number, the academic term of the evaluation, and the number of students enrolled in the class.

2.4 Faculty are encouraged to design their own formative evaluations for receiving student feedback during the term. These are not governed by this policy. The Office of Faculty Development may serve as a resource for the development of these.

3. Implementation

3.1 The University shall conduct electronic students evaluations for all in-class and online courses, except when paper evaluations are given as per Section 2.2.a.

3.2 Every effort shall be made to ensure that electronic student evaluations meet accessibility standards.

3.3 To maximize availability to students, student evaluations shall ordinarily be conducted during the last two weeks of classes, or the last week of instruction of a five-week or shorter session. Student evaluations should be completed before the date of the final exam. For courses lasting less than one week, the evaluation will be done on the last day of the course.

3.4 If a faculty elects to conduct paper evaluations, arrangements must be made for the department to receive the evaluations in a secure location, and a designee must administer, collect, and deliver evaluations.

3.5 The faculty being evaluated must not be present while students complete the evaluation, and must not handle the evaluations.

3.5 The department must ensure that these paper evaluations be entered into the faculty
4. Dissemination and use

4.1 All evaluation results shall be given to the department or program chairs and faculty after the grades are due (maximum 30 days after end of finals week/endpoint of term).

4.2 The Office of Academic Affairs shall provide the complete student evaluation, including statistical summaries (including number and percentage of students responding, average and standard deviation of ratings from each question for the class, and for the department, to the Department and/or directly to faculty.

4.3 The Office of Academic Affairs shall place the student evaluations received in each faculty member’s Personnel Action File (PAF) in accordance with 4.2 above.

4.4 At any time, faculty may request access to the anonymized raw data from any of their own course evaluations.

4.5. Should faculty or departments wish to request anonymized data from other faculty or departments, requests shall be made to the dean of the college that generated the data, and the dean shall consult with the chair of the department from which the data are requested. The dean of the college will decide in consultation with the department.

4.6 At any time, faculty may submit responses relevant to any student evaluation to their PAF.

4.7 At any time, faculty may submit results from formative surveys regarding teaching to their PAF. See 2.4 above.

4.8 Student Evaluations shall be used only by:

4.8.1 the faculty member being evaluated;

4.8.2 department chairs and lecturer evaluation committees as one element in assessing the quality of instruction provided by temporary or part-time faculty;

4.8.3 appropriate committees and academic administrators as one element in assessing the quality of instruction during consideration of candidates for retention, tenure, and/or promotion;

4.8.4 department chairs and peer review committees as one element in reviewing the quality of instruction during consideration of faculty members’ post-tenure evaluations;

4.9 Intentional and careful use of course and department data by faculty is encouraged for the identification of areas of improvement in courses and programs.

4.10 Aggregated, anonymous statistical data from student evaluations may be used by the Student Evaluation of Teaching subcommittee to analyze response data, validate the instrument’s questions, and recommend improvements to the Student Evaluation of
Learning instrument. Results of aggregated statistical data shall exclude faculty members’ names or other identifying characteristics of a particular class or instructor.

5. Protocol for Storage, Copying, and Disposal of Student Evaluations

5.1 Student evaluations shall be stored in the following manner:

5.1.1 Existing paper evaluations and accompanying materials, such as instructor comments, shall be stored at the department or college level at the discretion of the College Councils.

5.1.2 Electronic student evaluations shall be stored in a secure, password-protected server with access controlled by the Office of Academic Affairs.

5.1.3 Student evaluations shall be stored in faculty PAF’s at the Office of Academic Affairs.

5.2 According to the CSU Records, Retention and Disposition Schedules, all student evaluations for each faculty member are to be retained by Academic Affairs until “[five] years after separation from CSU.”

5.2.1 The University may maintain statistical summaries at the Office of Academic Affairs as long as necessary for university-wide use, under conditions provided in Section 4.9 and 4.10 above.

Approved student evaluation form “STUDENT EVALUATION OF LEARNING EXPERIENCE” attached